
PATIENTS PREFER TEXT

When providers implement texting 

capabilities for their patients, patient 

satisfaction is between 77 and 96%.

Why 
Patients         

Snazzy waiting rooms and upscale service are 

nice, but what patients really want is a better 

connection with their providers. 

To boost the provider-patient 

relationship, embrace the text message.

TEXT > EMAIL + PHONE

Patients across the board are more 

likely to  look at a text than they are to 

open an email or answer a phone call. 

TEXT PATIENTS AND 

KEEP THINGS SECURE

Any time personal health information 

is being sent, Luma Health will route 

the message to a HIPAA-compliant 

chat platform.

PEOPLE OF ALL AGES 

ARE TEXTING

Text messaging is the most 

frequently used smartphone 

functionality, and people of all ages 

and backgrounds are texting. 

Luma Health drives results for our customers 

through our simple, text-first technology.
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We make smart, simple, and intuitive technology that 

streamlines the entire patient journey. Learn more 

about Luma Health by requesting a demo.

patient response 

rate across all age 

groups

46%
increase in 

appointment 

confirmations
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higher referral fill rate 

than average through 

text-first outreach
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I have overheard multiple patients say how much 

they love text messages!

- Becky, Clinic Administrator at The Dermatology Clinic
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Text message open rates exceed answer and 

open rates for calls and emails.
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Request a demo

7 out of 10 patients want to be able 

to text or email their providers. 2
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http://www.lumahealth.io/

